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Nursing students face delay,
to be heard next Tuesday
By Gail Wesson
A court suit involving four SJSU
nursing majors was delayed yesterday
after attempts to assign the case to an
acceptable judge failed.
The students are seeking an injunction to prevent the use of supplementary admissions criteria (SAC)
to screen all applicants to the clinical
phase of the nursing program this fall.
Plantiffs Jeannette Wilkinson, Judy
Zenner, Debbi Redmond and Linda
Snodgrass were joined by about 20
other nursing majors in their court
appearance.
Wilkinson voiced complaints of the
delay and said the nursing students
don’t have time to wait much longer.
The case has been rescheduled for
Tuesday at 9 a.m. in Santa Clara county
Superior Court.
Presiding Judge John Mclnerny
attempted to accommodate the
students’ case, although all courtrooms

were occupied for the day.
"I’m aware of your problem," he
said, but added he thought the court had
made a reasonable attempt to schedule
the case.
Mclnerny suggested a judge pro-tern
who was unacceptable to the defendants’ attorney, Robert Leberman,
deputy attorney general of California.
The suit names as defendants Glenn
S. DumIce, chancellor of the California
state colleges and universities, SJSU
President John H. Bimzel and Dr.
Richard Whitlock, SJSU aean of undergraduate studies.
Ed Newman, attorney for the plan’
tiffs, said appointment of a judge protern was used to accommodate the
case.
"It’s not unusual. There are a lot of
attorneys who act as judges pro-tem,"
he said.
"If you have two choicesone, wait
or two, lose today, which do you

choose," he asked the nursing students.
The plaintiffs allege they will be
ineligible for admission to the clinical
phase of the nursing program because
of the new requirements.
Zenner said the nursing students do
not object to the criteria itself but to the
retroactive application to nursing
majors who as.sumed they were eligible
under the previous criteria.
Previous requirements included
upper division status, a 2.0 overall
grade point average, completion of
prerequisite classes and no grade lower
than a D.
The new SAC IequirernenLs stipulate
a 2.3 grade point average in
prerequisites, no grade lower than a C,
completion of all general education
classes and an interview to assess
motivation and interest.
The interviews, completed Monday,
consisted of an orientation module and
faculty interview.

Pot bust leaves 3 in limbo
Of the four people arrested May 1 in
Moulder Hall for possessing marijuana,
one has had his case decided and the
three others are still in limbo.
Ralph Cortez

The 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. student at SJSU usually can’t find
inything exciting about something as drab as the multi -level
parking garage on ninth Street.
But gets photographer with an creative streak in him, put
Urn behind a fisheye lense, and all of a sudden, the concrete

ramp becomes a swirling shirlpool that looks fierce enough to
swallow automobiles.
With finals just around the corner, many students wish it
could.

Jack P. Johnson was ordered to attend the county "diversion program,"
according to a spokesman for the
District Attorney’s office Thursday.
The diversion program allows a

Students rate Daily favorably

By Val Mcluroy
SJSU students gave the Spartan
Daily an overall favorable evaluation
luring a readership survey conducted
April 18-22.
Recent complaints leveled against
:he Spartan Daily by certain campus
groups were not reflected in the ranlom sample.
The readership survey was conJucted by Dennis Tays, public relations
iirector for the Spartan Daily, in
onjunction with the SJSU Testing
Dff ice.
Tays explained the survey was
:onducted -to determine campus
;entiment towards the Spartan Daily."
Two per cent of the student body or
i00 students responded to the
luestionnaires distributed during
:lasses. Twenty-five faculty members
responded.
Using a random number sample
provided by the testing office, a cross
;ection of courses were selected by a
’system using spring class sechedule
:odes.

Day and night upper division and
lower division, undergraduate and
graduate, part time and full time, TTH
and MWF students were included in the
survey, according to Tays.
The questionnaires were distributed
by members of the Spartan Daily news
and advertising departments. No
journalism courses were surveyed.
"The results of this survey will aid
the Spartan Daily staff in providing the
campus with a newspaper that most
efficiently serves the needs of its
readers," according to Dr. Dennis
Brown, chairman of the Journalism
Department.
Of the 525 respondents, 43 per cent
indicated they spent an average of five
to ten nirnutes reading an issue of the
paper. Five per cent said they "throw it
away without getting around to reading
it most of the time."
However, 6 per cent indicated they
usually spend more than 20 minutes
reading an issue.
Seventy-two per cent of the
agreed
with
the
respondents

statement: "The Spartan Daily is a
good place to let the campus community know my feelings on a specific
issue." Twenty-five percent of the
respondents disagreed or disagreed
strongly with the statement.
While 72 per cent of the respondents
indicated they felt the Spartan Daily
was "eager to have its readers use the
Daily Forum page for feedback and
expression of their views," only 8 per
cent of the respondents had ever submitted an article for publication.
Asked why they had never submitted
an article to the Spartan Daily, 27 per
cent of the respondents indicated "I
have no desire to write:" 6 per cent "I
don’t think the campus would be interested in what I have to say ; " 5 per
cent said "I don’t think the paper would
print it;" and 4 per cent "I feel it would
be edited too much."
When asked to classify the political
stance of Spartan Daily staff editorials
most respondents ( 42 per cent) saw the
paper as "moderate." Nearly as many
I 38 per cent) view the paper’s editorial

position as "liberal left."
Eleven per cent viewed the paper as
"liberal right," while 4 per cent saw the
Daily as "radical left." Another 3 per
cent think the Daily is "radical right."
When asked which page they read
most often, 32 per cent of the readers
indicated the front page; 26 per cent the
forum page; 21 per cent the entertainment page; 12 per cent the
sports page; and 8 per cent the inside
news pages.
Fifty-nine per cent of the respondents
said they felt the -Spartan Daily gets
the important facts, gets them straight
and presents them clearly," most of the
time. One per cent responded
"always;" 21 per cent "frequently ; " 16
per cent "seldom." No one filled in the
bubble indicated "never."
When asked what type of articles they
would like to see more of, 40 per cent of
the readers polled indicated they would
like to see more human interest stories;
23 per cent more minority news; 18 per
cent more coverage of off-campus
entertainment.

defendant to avoid a drug conviction by
attending a six-month drug education
class.
But the cases of Sylvia D. Boyd,
William A. Coleman and Kenneth R.
Ellison have yet to be decided.
All three were arrested in Johnson’s
dorm room after a Moulkder Hall
resident told university police he

smelled marijuana in the halls. "A
quarter of a haggle" of marijuana was
seized, according to police.
Boyd has yet to be arraigned while
Coleman’s arraignment was continued
Thursday until May 30. Ellison was
charged and appointed the public
defender as counsel. He will have to
appear in San Jose Municipal Court on
Monday. June 3.

Israelis bomb Lebanon
on eve of mass murder
By the Associated Press
Israeli jets attacked with bombs,
rockets and strafing runs inside
Lebanon on yesterday and first reports
indicated a high casualty toll and heavy
damage.
The raids carne as Israel mourned
the score of school-children killed
during a battle Wednesday with Arab
terrorists at Mallot.
Thirty-six aircraft struck in afternoon raids at four
Palestinian
refugee camps and three border
villages, then eight other planes
returned at dusk to hit a refugee camp
and a road near the Israeli border, the
Lebanese Defense Ministry said.
The Israelis said their targets were
Arab guerrilla bases. But bombs and
rockets hit some areas occupied soley
by Lebanese as well.
Associated Press correspondent
Holger Jensen reported from the
Lebanese port city of Sidon that a lowincome housing project near there was

heavily cli:inaged by waves of Israeli F4
Phantom jets. An Arab guerrilla at the
scene said as many as 300 persons may
have been killed or wounded in the
complex.
Beirut television listed 27 dead, 138
wounded and 20 others missing in seven
separate attacks throughout southern
Lebanon. The main target of the Israeli
attack in the Sidon area was the EM el
Helweh refugee camp, largest in
Lebanon, Jensen said.
Guerrillas there said scores of
children were buried in rubble in the
camp and that many more casualties
were coming in from the LebanesePopulated housing complex.
Three other persons were reported
killed in Nabatiyem, a township 10
miles southeast of Sidon.
A spokesman in Sidon for the Al
Fatah guerrilla organization said the
Israeli air strikes in that area lasted
about 45 minutes.

Chicano school children labeled ’retarded’

By Lori Rauh
Carlos is five years old. He crossed the border from Mexico with his family three
years ago to settle in Santa Clara County.
Carlos has faced a handicap since he entered the American school system last
all. He is considered by his educators to be mentally retarded because he can not
;peak English as well as his Anglo classmates.
His problem is not atypical. Chicanos constitute 35 per cent of the "educable
mentally retarded" in Santa Clara County. Carlos, because of his cultural
Packground, was placed into the third track of schooling.
Tracking is a system by which children in the compensatory level of education
ire placed into groups of h igh level of learning, average and below average. The
bird track includes the educable mentally retarded, educationally handicapped
ind the trainable mentally retarded.
Though tracking was abolished through legislative action in 1969, it is done in
heory and not in practice, according to Alberto Garza, director of the Community
:mordinated Child Development Council, 425 W. Hedding St., San Jose.
"The only apparent difference in the school districts now is that there are no
ranscript records of the track in which the child was placed. While tracking isn’t
mflected in record, the children continue to be divided by their learning abilities,"
se said.
The parents receive the child’s report card with no indication of his learning
lisabilities. If they are told by counselors that their child is in a special class, they
save no idea that it is with mentally retarded children, according to Garza.
He sees the labels of "educable mentally retarded" and -slow learners" as
:overups for the educators’ inadequacies.
"A child can only learn as fast as the instructor can teach him. And it is quite
tvident that someone isn’t teaching him enough. Teachers have the responsibility
if teaching according to the child’s environment," Garza said.
The attitudes of teachers toward their students were reflected in the "Fifth
Wort of the United States Commission on Civil Rights- Mexican American
ilducation Study" as it pertains to Chicanos.
A basic finding of the commission was that schools of the Southwestern states,
ncluding California, are failing to involve Chicano children as active participants
.0 the same extent as Anglo children.
Teachers praise or encourage Anglo children 36 per cent more often than
Ilicano children, according to the report. They utilize the contributions of Anglo
pupils 40 per cent more frequently than those of the Chicano pupil.
As a consequence, the study found that Chicano students receive less overall
Mention from their teachers who direct questions to Anglo students 21 per cent
nore often than to Chicano students.

In addition to the commission’s study is a study underway for the 1972-73
academic year analyzing the bilingual ( fluent in two languages) and bicultural
( familiar with two cultures) educational system in the San Jose Unified School
District I SJUSD.
The study was intitiated through a seminar of classroom teachers and artists,
funded under a grant from the John Hay Whitney Foundation in conjunction with
SJUSD and Model Cities.
Under the direction of Dr. Ernesto Galzarza from SJUSD, a Studio Laboratory
found the following: "An adequate bilingual, bicultural program must concern
itself with materials, teacher training, language skills, parent participation,
community involvement curriculum strategies, educational philosophy and
cultural awareness. Neglect of any of them will unbalance the whole effort."
These elements of bilingual, bicultural education for the Chicano student point to
his source of knowledge the instructor.
Recent figures on the percentage of Chicano teachers in the county are not
available because the county no longer requires identification of race as a
prerequisite for application into a school district. The county has also failed to
comprise figures on Chicanos since 1970.
But according to the 1970 census 18 per cent of Santa Clara County’s population
was Chicano. Yet of a total of 12,789 teachers only 3.5 per cent were Chicano.
Arnold Bojorquezs, assistant director of the Educational Opportunity Program
(EO P (,sees this as discriminatory. "The Affirmative Action hiring policies in the
school districts are merely an underlying facsimile," he said,
"As with all Affirmative Action officers in the city, county, community colleges
and universities, he is nothing more than a recruiter. He performs no screening for
the really qualified candidates. Affirmative Action is only used as a scapegoat for
minority hirting," Bojorquez said.
Once the Chicano is hired he is used as a data complier rather than a person who
can act on the inadequacies within the system, such as a full time teacher. According to Bojorquez, Affirmative Action isn’t meant to do hiring in terms of
parity.
"Because aides are hired only in parttime capacity, they cannot possibly reach a
high level of communication with the Chicano student," said Jess Delgado, administrative assistant to Rep. Don Edwards, D. San Jose. "Therefore, the teacher
can in no way relate to his cultural environment."
In James Lick High School, within the East Side School District, 21 per cent of
the classified employees are Chicano. Under the category of "classified" are
janitors, bus drivers and teachers’ aides. Within the administration of the district
over the past five years a Chicano has never been hired.
see page three
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Bilingual education for young Chicanos
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Little-used law should go?
W............

No. 56
Four SJSU students were
arrested in the Moulder dormitory
a couple of week back for violating
a little-used law: possession of
marijuana.
The raises some questions: Why
is there a law against marijuana
and why is it so loosely enforced?
The signers of the Declaration of
Independence wanted to create a
nation in which each citizen had a
right to "life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness."
Life is easily defined and liberty
is paid a great deal of lip service.
But when was the last time you
heard a politician argue for the
people’s right to try to be happy?
The right didn’t get enough
support to even make the Bill of
Rights.
So when it came time to outlaw
marijuana, dopers (and there were
very few at the time) didn’t have a
legal leg to stand on. There was no
proof that pot ever harmed anyone,
but since it didn’t do any good,
whamo!
But in the time it took to call a
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reefer a joint, pot caught on. And
everyone was getting busted.
First it was just hippies. But then
there were a few Christians, and
later our friends and roommates
and even Spiro Agnew’s daughter
were going to jail.
Columnist William F. Buckley
has argued that in order to enhance
for the law, the
respect
disrespected marijuana laws
should be taken off the books.
But since nobody listens to
brown-shirted intellectuals, the
debate between the California
Marijuana Initiative and the
Forces of Evil has centered around
two question:
Does the state have the right to
compel a person to stop doing
something that harms only himself?
Does marijuana have any
harmful effects?
The last first. I am personally
reluctant to come out in favor of
legalizing pot because of my experiences with it. I stopped (or

Nhirt Webrei.
rather, curtailed) smoking pottls
because of that paranoid feeling!,
most smokers complain about at ,
one time or another. It got so it,
wasn’t fun anymore.
But I wonder why pot does that?"
And is it harmful?
Maybe it sounds ludicrous to ask
that more study on pot be done, but
the question is not yet settled.
On the other hand, some people
like to get around this problem by
arguing that the state shouldn’t
outlaw acts that harm no one but
the performer.
But if you carry this to its logical
extreme, you would have to
legalize heroine since the cost of
that drug, if widely available,
would be minimal and a user would
not have to steal to support his
habit. Logic is a hard bullet to bite.
And while we debate these
"academic" questions, the four
students arrested in Moulder Hall
are scheduled in San Jose
Municipal Court today. And the
court doesn’t think it’s academic.

Guest column

Outraged cannot conceive reality
John May

r---

I believe that Dr. Laurie’s
comments are a welcomed gust of
fresh air into a stale house of
confusion.

_etters to the editor

Ratalgress straight’

anyone else!!
women and children.
I call on all people of goodwill
In his less than comprehensive
Lyon
conveniently and humanity to publicly denounce
For persons vi hi) are not familiar review,
with Todd Rundgren, Eric Lyon’s overlooked Rundgren’s brilliant and repudiate Arab terrorism.
review of the rock performer’s guitar work and his ability to Especially, I call on the socialists
concert in San Francisco last control and charge a crowd. He of our academic community to do
weekend was totally misleading also managed to forget the rocking likewise out of the spirit and
three encores Rundgren received. tradition or humanism in the
and fallaciou.s.
For Lyon, the highlight of the socialist movement. Furthermore,
Lyon described the concert as
"the worst in music and the worst concert was when he left with his I call on the Organization of Arab
in wirselves." He portrayed fingers in his ears. It’s too bad he Students in testimony to their call
Winterland, especially the balcony. didn’t keep his lingers in his ears for peace and brotherhood to
as a haven of homosexuals and and not on his typewriter. He might repudiate these inhuman acts of
transvestites all clamoring for a have had an excuse for his Arab terroists.
Martin Primack
"feel" of Rundgren as he gayly "review," the worst in rock
Economics Professor
reviews and the worst in jourtripped across the stage.
Anyone who has ever read or nalism.
Mark Bussmann
listened to Rundgren’s lyrics
Paint missed?
Journalism, senior
realizes he is far from transvestitism. All his songs deal with
Editor:
:111Sller
social comment or the male-female
The generally accurate story
relationshiphardly fuel for a Editor:
about my campaign for county
transvestite crowd.
On May 14, once again three assessor that appeared in a recent
From where I sat at Winterland armed Arab terrorists attacked a Spartan Daily missed the point as
that night two different places in small village in Israel near the far as the relationship of the
the balcony), I saw a majority of Lebanese border. After killing 12 Communist Party to the campaign
couples and the typical small townspeople, they seized a school is concerned.
groups :A rowdy Winterland and held over 80 children hostage.
The situation is not, as was ex"freaks." And I don’t mean At least 16 of these children are pressed in the story, that the
transvestites or homosexuals, now dead and the rest wounded. platform is mine rather than that
although I’m sure there were many This barbarism clearly shows that of the Communist Party.
present. But don’t they have as the Arab terrorists are not at war
The reality is that the platform
much right to attend a concert as with Zionists but merely murder represents an area of political
agreement among a large number
)4 )44)esi it. Dig,
of activists who come from the
Chicano and Black communities,
the labor movement, the campus,
the women’s movement, the peace
movement, the environmental
movement, the Communist Party,
etc. These sponsors are listed on
9,0,0,0,0,0.4,0,0,4,040....0.47,0,0,0,0,60.0.0ohii
H flrit ii the campaign brochure. They
formulating the
A recent public poll shows that of the register-by-mail law would participated in
platform.
all the institutions in the country, allow massive vote fraud. They
Moreover, the campaign has
the U.S. Congress is the one held in never mentioned that fraudulent
Confederation
least esteem by the public. The voting exists under the present been endorsed by La
County
Senate and House, both controlled system. Thus the bill was defeated. De La Raza Unida, The
American
the
of
Council
by Democrats, received an even
This was a classic example of
and the
worst rating than the President in how some elected officials put their Federation Of Teachers,
terms of serving the public interest personal interests above that of the International Longshoreman’s and
Warehouseman’s Union, Local No.
and doing its elected duties.
public. A rare occasion? Hardly.
And it really isn’t too surprising! While the Congress can be counted 11, as well as the Communist
Party.
A closer look will show why.
swiftly
and
react
on to
Therefore, this is a community
Recently a bill was introduced to courageously to such vital urgent
allow people across the country to matters as the football blackout, it based campaign.
Jack Kurzweil
register to vote by mail instead of regularly defeats bills that do not
Electrical engineering faculty
doing so in person. Its supporters suit various powerful officials or
argued that many people never well-financed lobbyists.
bother to register because of
So far, 41 U.S. representatives
Spartan Daily
various reasons: working hours, and six U.S. senators have declined
Sets, trig the San Jose State University
household chores, etc. "[hey also to seek re-election this year. Most
Community Since 1934
argued that such a practice was of these are men who carry conlee lackasonSmaus
Editor
Mirheel Garvey
Advertising Manager
used in several states and had siderable clout in the Congress.
Russ Brown
Managing Editor
Peggy Rudnick,
News Editor
added to the voting roster a large Whether this will have any effect
Kathy Noon
,irttni Page Editor
Ed Moore
number of men and women.
Layout Editor
on the next Congress is unclear.
*Irk Whitefield
Entertainment Editor
But the bill died. Crusty c,..41Ttrn Robb
But if ihe defeat of the registerSports Editor
Debbie Carvalho
I ’opy Editors
servatives of both parties decided by-mail bill is any indication, it
(’arol DiMundo
Terry Day
Wire F:ditor
that those people who would be appears that Wab rgate, the ITT
Dennis Tays
Public Relations Ihrector
eligible were those who rarely scandal, and the’ milk -fund
Kathy Rebello
Investigative Writers
Suun Hathaway
voted conservatively and might business has not kept our elected
Marty Weybret
Janet Parker
(expletive deleted) vote to defeat officials from voting for themArn Noble
l’huto Editor
Scott Mowry
conservatives.
t Net Photographer
selves ahead of the best interests of
Larry
Business Manager
So the conservatives launched a the people. In that vcte, public
Linda Wallace
Natusul Aityertistng Manager
campaign against it, claiming that interest came in second.

Congress polls low

W111111.1

Wornen’s rights
Editor:
I am writing in response to the
article written by Valerie Mclnroy
in which she states: "The struggle
for women’s rights has many
champions. One of them is a
retired 78 year -old -Catholic
priest...activily campaigning for
the dignity and purity of
womanhood two ideals he feels
are essential to mankind."
Unfortunately for womankind,
Ms. Mclnroy is not only totally
ignorant of the meaning of the
women’s rights struggle, but she
also uses blatantly sexist language.
However, there are two points on
which the article and I agree.
It is definitely true that the
"purity of womanhood" has
always been "essential" and of
great concern to "mankind" but
only for the purpose of keeping
woman in line and "in her place" the home. Chastity is the tool of
oppression, while economic gains
and private property are the goals.
Similarly, the media ( produced
and run by and for men) has
always exploited women for profit.
Thus, woman finds herself time
after time in that old, familiar
dilemma which requires her to be
both a perpetual virgin and a sex
object at the same time.
The "open letter" that Caffrey is
so busy distributing states, "...I
was created to give the world
understanding,
gentleness,
serenity, beauty and love..." It’s
counterpart says to woman, "...I
want you to be what you ought to
be: a personification of gentleness...receptivity, loyalty.. you
ask me to regard you as more than
a mere sexual object...do not
provoke me careless with your
sexuality if you will resent my
responding...and expect me to
value you more than you value
yourself."
Such sickly trash only serves to
perpetuate the many myths that
have plagued and bound women for
centuries. The time is long over
due for religion and the media to
cease their paternalistic and inconsistent haggling over woman’s
behavior.
woman is a
Once and for all
human being. She lives to fulfill her
own potentials and to actualize her
own goals. She alone is the
responsible determinator of her
sexuality just as man must be
held responsible for his.
But more significantly, woman’s
greatest value will ultimately exist
in her ability to live her life as a
free and autonomous individual.
Nora E. Villagran-Reimer
Psychology Junior

I can say from experience that
much of the criticism leveled
against Dr. Laurie’s first letter is
understandable. The first reason is
that there is an "apparent" lack of
willingness of some business
faculty to tolerate feedback on
their courses which might make
them easier to endure. Certainly, if
the school of business was run as a
marketing venture like the schools
of behavioral and social sciences
are, the courses might appear to be
very "socially" relative ( or fun,
take your pick).
Unfortunately, for social critics,
this isn’t the case. The people of the
school of business and business
itself are goal and reality oriented
which is something that seems
difficult to conceive of in the minds
of many of the outraged. Viewed
thusly, however, it makes Dr.
Laurie’s stand very credible.
Nobody on the outside is going to
believe that the students’ diploma
is worth the parchment it’s printed
on if the students set their own
standards. The classic example
would be the monkey people found
in Kipling’s "Jungle Book."
If Mr. Daws wished to know
more of the absurdities Dr. Laurie
has to propose, he might do well to
attempt Dr. Laurie’s class.
Therein he may find it absurd that
the drive to escape the complexity
of the problems posed by the post
WW I German society preceded
and possibly paved the way for the
fall of the Wiemar Republic into
Nazi hands. In Dr. Laurie’s class,
he may see why the push by Mr.
Zappulla for students to keep up
their "role" as social, vociferous,
revolutionary insurgents is absurd.
This isn’t ethical, conscientious
activity in the decison-making,
problem solving world outside the
university where it counts. It’s the
revelling in self glory which is the
prime stuff that bureaucratic
policies and bureacrats them -

Behavioral Science Senior
selves, in secure position, ar
made of.
For my part, I find it absurd how
a political faction can decry
against "war" itself, as well as the
U.S. for its participation, but tu
right around and martyr four Kent
State students who were playin
"war" themselves. Sit-ins are on
thing - you’ve registered your vote.
Riots are absurd - you’ve employe
the principle you’ve condemned.
also find it absurd that all through
the savage ’60s there wasn’t a poop
of anguished protest against the
U.S.S.R. and the People’s Republic
of China for supplying North
Vietnam and the NLF with arms,
supplies, money and personnel. It
does take two fools, after all, to
have an argument.
There is a faction of the student
population which is beginning to
realize the value of the new ethnic
when applied in a constructive
means to an end. I feel that this
would explain why the ranks of the
students within the school of
business is swelling. They are not
working to topple the system. They
are not willing to "cutoff their nose
to spite their face."
They are willing to constructively right many of the
maladies occurring within and as
result of private enterprise. I fee
that it is a fool who thinks this is an
overnight project or that it can be
sanely accomplished by ignoring
the problem or using John Wayne
tactics to railroad change.
What Dr. Laurie has to say and
the way he has of saying it is sorely
needed by our school today
because of the static comfort which
the "progressive" social and
political ideology has found within
itself and its lack of astute critics. I
am thankful for Dr. Laurie’s
comments. Got any more zingers,
Doc?
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"It is imperative,- said
Delgado," that the education
relates to the individual, his
environment and his interests. Here the educational
system, by failing to hire the
Chicano as a fulltime
teacher, is saying, It is not
right to relate to the home
environment."’
As a result, the bicultural
student can’t relate as well
to his education. It is this
level that follows him
throughout his education.
"He may have the ability,
but he needs to be taught in
his strengths rather than his
weaknesses," said Delgado.
"At present he is taught in
a Mickey Mouse way. Instead of having college level
education, he merely has
vocational courses offered to
him. He is burdened with the
history of being a ’slow
learner’ and cannot get into
college," he said.
In a testimony before a
Senate
subcommittee,
Vincente T. Ximeras, a
member of the Equal Opportunity Commission and
former chairman of the
Inter-Agency Committee for
Mexican Affairs, pointed out
that Mexican Americans are
denied the benefits of higher
education.
Of 83,053 students enrolled
of
at the University
California, Los Angeles, the
University of Colorado at
Boulder, the University of
Texas at Austin and the
Universities of Arizona nad
New Mexico for the 1968-69
academic year, the total
enrollment of Spanish
surnamed students was only
3,370. This was less than one
half of one per cent of the
total enrollment.
Discrimination challenge
Discrimination in tracking
and in higher education in

being
California
is
challenged in the courts.
However, the ruling against
tracking has, in practice, not
been applied throughout the
state.
to
Steve
According
Manley, directing attorney
SerLegal
of Community
vice, 350 N. Market St., San
Jose, only one suit has been
won successfully in Santa
Clara County over the past
two years.
Filed by Community Legal
Services against the Santa
Clara County Unified School
District was a suit demanding separate programs for
the "slow learners." The
district was, henceforth,
compelled to eliminate test
scores as a base for tracking.
the
of
base
The
educational problem for
Chicanos, though, lies within
the budgeting of funds by the
trustees and school boards in
California.
Under the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of
1964, as a part of President
Johnson’s "war on poverty,"
the federal government is
obligated to provide funds
for school districts with
disadvantaged students,
according to the poverty
level of the students and
characcultural
their
teristics.
Title 1, the largest area of
funding, has provided Santa
Clara County with $2 million
per year.
Jose Villa, executive
Mexican
of
director
Community
American
Services Agency ( MACSA )
and former director of
American
Mexican
Graduate Studies (MAGS) at
SJSU, sees the educational
system as "back in the horse
and buggy days."
Funds misappropriated
’While the large sum of

Chicano child neglected
Chicano
Professors at
the idea that
do the job for

Works Both Ways
Biculturalisrn and
bilingualism are "two way
to
according
things,"
Delgado. "Not only will
Chicanos be learning to
speak the English language"
he said, "but the Anglo and
monolingual student will be
taught Spanish," he said.

Ralph Cortez

Chicano children play around at school
money is there for compensatory education, very
little gets to bilingual
education. Through the
trustees and the school
boards it is used for
materials, teachers’ salaries
and the reduction of
classroom size," said Villa.
Providing the backbone of
bilingual
for
support
education are Rep. McCloskey, R-Palo Alto; Sen.
Alan Cranston, D-Calif; and
Peter
Assemblyman
Chacon, D-San Diego.
Author of Assembly Bill
2817, Chacon has made the
plea for a reinforcement of
$15 million to continue
bilingual programs. This
reinforcement is a followup
on the 1972 Assembly Bill
2284, allocating $5 million to
the state for a period of three
years.
While Alum Rock School
District and San Jose Unified
School District have been
identified as obtaining
"bilingual programs," they

are successful in attaining
the money only. Hence, the
money wasn’t channeled in
the "right" direction.
Low priorities
Carrasco,
As
Jose
of
professor
assistant
American
Mexican
Graduate Studies, sees it
these districts haven’t
placed their priorities on
bilingual education.
"Many schools say they
want bilingual programs and
apply for state and federal
funds, yet *hey use the excuse that they cannot gain
access to the money," he
said.
"This is not a valid excuse
because they can use their
own tax dollars if they really
want the program. When
they do receive the money, it
is ’feeler money.’ The
schools themselves don’t
have the administration that
adequately assesses the
school’s needs."
Carrasco was also the
chairman of the Chicano

Pilgrimage
Educational
Steering Committee.
The pilgrimage was the
second over the past three
years aimed at calling
legislative and public attention to the problems in the
educational system.
The march of 100 people
from the San Jose area
commenced Friday, April 5,
with arrival in Sacramento
on Tuesday, April 9.
"Taxpayers have been
deceived into believing that
their tax money is being
effectively spent. The reality
is that the money is being
poorly used. It is just not
getting the job done,"
Carrasco said.
He believes that as long as
the districts fail to find new
methods of eliminating
problems in the educational
system and the same
teachers are employed there
isn’t any progress being
made.
Gabe Reyes, director of
EOP and chairman of the

Mayors proclaim ’Whale Week’
By Chris Weinstein
"...For every creature
there is a paradox at the
heart of the necessary
’struggle for existence’ and
the paradox is simply this:
Neither man nor any other
animal can afford to triumph
in that struggle too completely,"
Joseph Wood Krutch,
naturalist
Whaling is a prime
example.
Man has perfected killing
and capturing whales so that

even the fastest and fiercest
of these giant mammals
can’t escape the mechanized
whaling ship of today.
These "factory ships" are
equipped to kill, capture and
process a whale in a half
hour, said Nicholas Rosa
who is doing graduate work
on marine mammals at
SJSU.
As a result, whales of all
kinds are threatened with
extinction.
Prompted by the for seeable disappearance of the

world’s largest animal -bigger than the dinosaur-the
mayors of San Jose, San
Francisco, Los Gatos and
Palo Alto have proclaimed
next week Whale Awareness
Week.
To start the week, each
city with the help of local
environmental groups, have
scheduled
a
Whale
Celebration for Sunday.
Admission is free.
Whale experts, belly
dancers, exhibits, puppets
and Balkan dancers will be

Students to participate
to concern in hospital open house
Meetings

med school
A representative of the
U.C. San Diego Medical
School will be on campus
Monday to speak with
attending
students
in
medical school.
Wilbur Lew will talk with
students from 9 a.m. until
3:30 p.m. in the Career
Planning and Placement
Office, Building Q. No appointment is necessary.
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Approximately 70 SJSU
student volunteers will
participate in an open house
at Agnews State Hospital
tomorrow.
The recently reopened
state mental facility will be
holding open house from 9:30
a.m. until 4 p.m. for anyone

Assistant
SJSU, stresses
people cannot
the legislators.

interested in the life styles
and programs at Agnews.
Those interested in attending should register at
the entrance to the West
Facility on Lafayette Street
just off the Montague Expressway.

College
at Bellarmine
Preparatory School in San
Jose from 1-4 p.m.
The whale celebrations are
sponsored by Project Jonah,
a nonprofit organization
dedicated to the conservation of whales and the
education of the public on
whaling.
"The irony of the whole
whaling question is that
modern whale by-products
are primarily trivial commodities like cosmetics, pet
food and fertilizer which all
have adequate inexpensive
substitutes," stated Rosa.
In the 1800s whales were
hunted as food and fuel
I lamp oil) sources.
"Even the whalers admit
that in a few years whales
will be too few and far between to be profitable to
bother about," reported
a
former
Rosa,
oceanographer.
By then they will be on the
way to extinction, according
to Rosa.
He explained that the

fertility period for whales is
only once every two to four
years-depending on the type
of whale.
So when whales become
scarce mating occurs too
infrequently to sustain the
specie.
"Although the exact role of
whales in the ecology of the
sea is not yet determined, it
is obvious their extinction
would leave a void with
adverse repercussions in the
marine life cycle," warned
Rosa, a contributing editor
to Oceans Magazine.
In 1971, the United States
whaling
from
banned
American ships or ports and
also forbade the import of all
whale products.
"The next step is to prevail
upon the Soviet Union and
Japan to accept the proposed
10 -year moratorium on
whaling at the International
Commission
Whaling
meeting in June," said Rosa.
Japan and the Soviet
Union do 90 per cent of the
world’s whaling.

-

UPDATE
TV NEWS FROM
SJ SU

Footsteps are still treading
the way to Sacramento as
they did in 1971, when they
successfully prevented
cutbacks in EOP.
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A fund-raising picnic is
scheduled from 1 to 7 p.m. to
help raise money for the
traditional Chicano commencement.
"As of today the Chicano
commencement may not
occur because of a lack of
funds," said Karl Soltero,
one of the organizers.
The picnic will cost $2.50
per person and will include
steak, beans, rice, salad and
tortillas.
The picnic will be held in
Senter Park off Old Man
Way.
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As social and educational
conditions that dictated
structural guidelines for
remedial programs in the
60’s no longer become viable,
the battle for education
equality will continue to be
fought.
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"Instead of standing apart
we are now ready for a
coalition in education. This is
tebondst h aoft
createsh
communication
otherwise couldn’t be obtained
throughout
the
educational
system,"
Delgado said.

come

The burden of curing the
ills of the education falls on
the shoulders of those who
created them - educational
institutions.
Until legislative hearings
begin in Sacramento and
soul-searching is under
taken by school boards,
Carlos may become the
statistic he is at the age of
five.
He may become one of the
six per cent of Chicanos in
Santa Clara County who drop
out of school by the eighth
grade.
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Black theater
fills weekend

Night life

Kinks headlineweekend

will open the festivities,
Saturday at 8 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditoruim. The song
and dance routines will
feature Karl Henderson and
Clinton Mosely.
the
On
Monday
of
mood
lighthearted
Saturday will swing to a
more serious tone, as the
workshop presents, "Who’s
Got His Own".
Williams was aided in the
production of these shows by
two SJSU students, Dave
Piper and Van Houston
Hodge.
A presentation, scheduled
for Tuesday night, titled
-Innovations in Black
feature
will
Drama"
Poppa’s Daughter", a play
concerning a girl torn between living a life of her own
or staying home to care for
her widowed father and her
brothers and sisters.
Dilema,
"Dilema,
[Melnik" will also be
presented. According to
Williams, it shows how the
issues of difference between
Black and White cultures get
to be silly."
Williams went on to explain that each culture
should accept and respect
the differences of the other.
-The main problem," he
maintains, "is that neither
wants to."
Tickets for the performances are $1.50 for
students and $2 general
public. They can be obtained
at the door or in the A.S.
Business Office .

A three day festival of
Black drama focusing on the
Black experience, will be
presented May 18, 20 and 21
by the San Jose State
University Black Theater
the
under
workshop,
direction of Dr. Willie
Williams, lecturer in Black
Studies.
-Dem Good Old Days", a
musical written by Williams
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Sexy Lydia Pense gets it on at Mens Gym

Poor timing hampers

return of Cold Blood
music industry, Diddley
seemed unflustered by the
buzzing of his amplifier,
shrugged his shoulders and
started to play those
familiar, soul -jerking rythmic riffs.
Diddley was fianked by
"the Duchess," his halfsister, Normigene Wofford,
who played the guitar while
strutting about the stage in a
skintight, see-through body
suit.
Diddley churned out one
good-time funky song after
another while trying to urge
the audience to get off their
asses and boogie.
Finally, after some very
entertaining renditions of
"Bo Diddley," "Mountain
Dew" and an untitled ballad
that paid homage to all the
"oldie rockers" such as
Little Richard and Chuck
Berry, the audience stood
and began to gyrate.
After playing a sing -along
called "Marna Later,"
Diddley let loose with some
vintage rock and roll and
banged his square shaped
Gretsch guitar madly while
placing it phallicly between
his legs and crouching and
hopping about the stage.
Despite the calls for an
encore, Diddley had to
depart because the show was
running late 11:301.
The audience had, by now,
became too restless or
sleepy and so many departed
the premises leaving Cold
Blood to perform for but a

By Alfred J. Bru
It was bad timing having a
show on a week night.
Students must have been
busy studying because it
wasn’t a lack of talent that
kept Wednesday’s Cold
Blood-Bo Diddley from being
a total success.
High school students
barely filled half the
auditorium space at the
SJSU Men’s Gym, which
isn’t that bad a facility to see
a show since it affords ample
viewing from all seats.
In the past, a flawed sound
system has always hampered the success of rock
events in the Men’s Gym and
since this was the case when
Cold Blood played here last
February with Elvin Bishop,
the fear of repeating a
bummer was certainly a
factor in limiting Wednesday
night’s attendence.
the
sound
However,
system, recommened by
Cold Blood to Kobrakaj
Productions, who promoted
the show, was very good
despite the minor buzzing
sound that delayed, but
didn’t bug, the appearance of
Bo Diddley.
Remembering February’s
show when Bishop stunned
offstage -never to return because of the technical
hang ups in the sound
the
audience
system,
moaned uncomfortably
expecting Diddley to pull the
same stunt.
A veteran of 20 years in
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Carlisle Floyd’s moving
musical drama, ’’Susannah," will open tonight and
play tomorrow in the SJSU
Main Theater and will be
directed by Dr. Kenneth
Dorst of the drama department.
Assistant professor of
music Dwight Cannon is codirecting the production.
Additional
ticket
information and reservations
can be obtained by phoning
227-2777 between 1 and 5 p.m.
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& Ruby Dee
Sunday, May 19
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Engineering 132
Donation 50c
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Women’s Center,
Social Awareness Comm.
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Judging from the talent
angle. the Diddley’Blood
show was a success,
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Cold Blood’s show has
always been a thrilling
experience, for it would
seem that when Pense sings
in her glass-shattering voice,
"Give Me Super Loving,"
anyone would get excited.

will bring his quartet with
ROLAND HANNA tonight
and through the weekend at
the KEYSTONE KORNER,
Berkeley.
OSCAR BROWN JR., a
energetic
and
highly
talented blues performer,
plays tonight, tomorrow and
Sunday at the BOARDING
HOUSE, San Francisco.
JOHNNY SHINES rounds
out the bill.
Closer to home will be
NIMBUS playing tonight at
the BODEGA in Campbell.

TIM WEISBERG
And

4’

i.
10 00
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10 a.m.

OPEN
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THE FIRST TWIN
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Free

Playing
their
usual
repetoire of bump-andgrindy rock, Cold Blood
appeared to be having a good
time as they smoked the evil
weed and drank fermented
liquids during their show.

on the Berkeley campus.
BILL WITHERS AHMAD
JAMAL, GARY BARTZ and
LARRY CORYELL will play
tonight at the Festival with
THE CRUSADERS, NORMAN CONNORS, PRINCE
LASHA and LES MCCANN
playing tomorrow.
STONEGROUND will rock
at
the
on
tonight
KEYSTONE KORNER in
Berkeley with the hot and
funk COLD BLOOD playing
tomorrow and Sunday.
Jazzman RON CARTER

Featuring
A&M
Recording Artist

PM

4-6

handful of the original attendence.
Such circumstances didn’t
hinder Cold Blood’s ability to
put on another of their
patented great shows.
With lead vocalist Lydia
and
wrenching
Pense,
twisting her petite and
luscuous body with sensitized soul, Cold Blood
"kept on pumping" until
12:45.

British rock ’n rollers the
KINKS will headline a show
tonight and tomorrow at the
Winterland Arena in San
Francisco.
Best remembered for their
hard-knocking approach to
music in the early ’60s, the
Kinks have become more
social
with
concerned
commentary and castrating
the class system.
Currently, the Kinks
maintain most of the original
members, Ray Davies,
rhythm
composer and
guitarist; Dave Davies, lead
guitar; and Mick Avory on
drums.
Also scheduled to play is
the LYNARD SKYNARD
band which focuses on
Southern rock inspired by
the Allman Brothers.
The TUBES, an avantegarde boogie band, will
undoubtedly be a bore to
suffer through, if they play in
the same manner they
always have.
One of the original hard
rock San Francisco bands
from Haight-Ashbury days,
MOBY GRAPE, will appear
tonight in the City at the
GREAT AMERICAN MUSIC
HALL.
The Napa Valley Music
Faire will occure Sunday
afternoon in Napa at the
TOWN and COUNTRY
FAIRGROUNDS.
Scheduled to play at the
Faire is the king of county soul
TAJ
MAJAL:
STONEGROUND, who are
steadily improving with age,
and Sha Na Na prototypes
BUTCH WHACKS and THE
GLASS PACKS.
The get down soul sound of
O’JAYS
and
the
the
DRAMATICS will play
the
tomorrow
at
PARAMOUNT THEATER
OF THE ARTS in Oakland in
a Black-tie-optional concert.
Those wishing to feel like
VIP’s can purchase $10
tickets at Macy’s or any
major ticket agency.
Eighth
Annual
The
Berkeley Jazz Festival takes
place tonight and tomorrow
at the GREEK THEATER
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TIM WE IS
The "Hollywood Reporter" recently described Tim Weisberg
as "an amazing performer. He always seems to stay on top of
the music. It is his graceful physical expression of the music that
makes him a stunning live performer."
Weisberg’s excellent concert and album reviews are indicative
of the respected position he holds within rock, jazz, and folk
circles, for his flute has gained the enthusiastic acceptance of
adherents of all forms of contemporary music.
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PERFECTION NEEDED? DO IT YOURSELF’

Golfers cop PCAA title
STOCKTON-Battling stiff
winds and a strong charge
from San Diego State, the
SJSU golf team captured it’s
second
Pacific
Coast
Athletic
Association
championship, here Wednesday.
The Spartans took the title
With 3 total score of 895 while
San Diego finished seven
back at 902.
Defending champion Long
Beach State finished 14
strokes off the ace as the
49ers and problems with the
high winds.
Lead by Paul Hahn,
Spartan golfers made the
best of a seven stroke lead to
secure the title. Hahn, who
his
having
had been
problems with the last
round, found himself one
stroke down in the race for
the individual championship,
going to the 18th tee. But a
stray second shot found a
bunker and it was all Hahn
could go to salvage a bogey.
U.C.
Santa
Barbara
linksman, Marc Melendez

one of the main factors in the
win. After shooting an
opeaing day 79, Thames
came back for rounds of 71
and 74.
Spartan Marc Lye had his
problems with the wind the
final two ro,unds, skying to 75
and 78, respectively. Lye’s
score of 225 was good enough
for a sixth place tie with
teammate Eric Batten.
Oddly enough Batten has
two steady rounds of 74 and
73 then slipped to a 78 on the
final day.
Terry Beardsley finished
out in fine fashion with a pair
of 74’s. If it wasn’t for his
opening round of 81, Beardsley would have been a
serious contender for the
medalist title.
Asked what he would attribute a second PCAA
championship to, Vroom
quipped, "For the most part
it was good coaching."
Vroom was very pleased
with Hahn’s performance in
the tournament, "Paul
looked like he had a chance
for the (individual) title, but
ran into a little trouble on the
18th."
The Spartans now turn

Jerry Vroom
won the PCAA Individual
title with a 54-hole score of
219. With the bogey on the
18th, Hahn finished two back
at 221. But the Spartans did
not rely on the strength of
Hahn’s final round.
Don Thames played well
the final two rounds and was

WALLET STOLEN
Wed. Noon in Mens Gym
IF

FOUND. PLEASE TURN IN To LOsT Arco F (cow,

IFT wins
intramural
softball

OF FIT E ON c AmPUS

For

hint

or
rift

soon Graduates!
cs Atm

gra. arse v

PIERE
We build our success by placing
people like yourself in career positions
Our staff of trained professional job
consultants can assist you towards...

IFT took the first step in its
quest for total domination of
spring intramurals Wednesday when it won the
Intramural Co-ed Softball
Championships.
Utilizing the diamond
talents of six women from
Alphi Phi, seven IFT men
put together a potent hitting
attack and scored in every
inning but the first to romp
past the No-Scores 16-2.
It was no contest after the
second inning as ITE scored
four runs and never looked
back.
ITF’s slow pitch and fast
pitch teams also made it into
the playoffs this week by
grabbing first place honors
in their respective divisions.

Your First Career Position.
How you present and conduct yourself
during an interview is very important

SO...
We will offer free consultation on interviewing
techniques and procedures to all Graduates.
No charge for registering with us
So what have you got to lose...
Call
244-0756

Decca Agency

4320 Stevens Creek Blvd.

their attention to the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association finals in San
Diego.
The championship will be
played on the Carlton Oaks
Country Club.

The Spartans will have a
slight edge over some of the
teams competing, because
they won the Aztec Invitational there earlier this
year.
NOTES: By winning the

ANNOUNCEMENTS

TWIN BED with frame No headboard
Good Coed $45 or best offer Call
Judy 243 4991

GUYS AND GALS --loin a college age
ballet class at Eufreala School of
"technique" for
Basic
Ballet
beginning dancers Small classes.
Beverly
attention
individual
Eufrazia Grant, director, 241 1300
LEWIN’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
2644 Ashby Ace Berkeley, Ca 94705
Be a New Age Shopper Write for
Free Catalogue We Mail The Books
"SPROUTS" Sandwiches All kinds
San
122 E
for lunch 8. dinner
Salvador Near the University Call
795 5402 for take out
SANCTUARY, selected writings by
Jon Christopher Bilingual English
French edifier, -Spartan Bookstore
SWEEPING COLLEGE CAMPUSES
is Berkman’s "The Prophit". "a
cleverly eloquent and numorOuS
today’s American
u.t.que of
society " At Spartan Books or from
pub,
W Kushner, 1335 N Baker,
Stockton, Ca

95203 $295 PPd

HELP Common Cause members.
Prop 9supporters, Please Call (415)
379 0596
TALENTED songwriters & creative
groups wanted by Music Publisher
Producer Call (40(0 292-2222
FRIDAY FLICKS presents PLAY IT
AS IT LAYS. stars Anthony Perkins,
Tuesday Weld
"A remarkable
performance, showing how it is, (as
it lays) 7 & 10 pm Mor Daily Aud
50c by ALPHA PHi OMEGA
SENSITIVITY TRAINING IL COMMUNICATIONS GROUP $12 per my
Sen
each Thurs
7 3070,30 pm
sitivity training increases our
awareness of Ourselves, awareness
of others, and awareness of the
world around us Messages come at
us verbally, non verbally and in
symbolic form We will tune into
these messages, and being in tune,
we will find a way to relate with
openness and intimacy. This tuning
in
forms
the
basis of
Tom
munication. We will use a variety 01
approaches from bioenergetics,
and
Gestalt,
psychosynthesis,
psychodrama
Most sessions will
include a guided fantasy both for
gaining assess to the symbolism of
our intuitive side and for expanding
our conciousness and imagination.
Facilitator
Reuven
Dawer
SEQUOIA GROWTH CENTER 1201
Martin Ave
Si Starts June 13
Reservations 288 8075
FILM & DISCUSSION on Humanistic
Psycology 8 CO pm this Friday
Psycological Studies Institute 2251
Yale St College Tarrice Palo Alto
WEDDINGS: Many acres of lawns,
Located one
gardens and ponds
mile off of highway 17 on Bear Creek
Rd Would be ideal for your wedding
and reception. Reasonable rates.
Phone 354.5017 for further in
formation

AUTOMOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
TIRED OF BEING RIPPEDOFF?
Call CSIS, originators of Student
Auto insurance Lowest Rates NO
Student refused Can 2995081 or stop
by 404 So old St , Second floor 73rd
& San Salvador)

NICE DINETTE SET for 3, Good
Condition 530 or best offer Call 24
4991
Color & Black S.
USED TV SETS
White 550 5250 Dealer 571 2682
GARAGE SALE May 113th from 104
pm 449 5 Vine Si off San Carlos
KELTY BACKPACK Frame + Bag
exl coed large size 155 new asking
135 or best offer Call 293.1315

Program IdesIgned by Atomic
Energy Commission), the most

colleges just like this one. The point

exciting challenge of their lives.

is that to be considered for this

A challenge that offers an ambi-

extraordinary program, you don’t

tious college graduate an exciting

have to go to the Naval Academy...

future as a Naval Officer, with

or join the NROTC. What the Navy
needs now are some very special

his first assignment being a
nuclear -powered surface ship

college graduates who aren’t

or submarine.
Talk it over with your lccal

afraid to find out how good they

273-7377.

really are. Who will consider our

recruiter, Call him at

extensive and demanding training

Or send in the attached coupon.

Be a success in The New Navy
SEND TO

HELP WANTED
for
WANTED
CANVENSSERS
Encyclopedia Britannica 15 nrs a
week S2 50 hr Must have neat elf!
Pearance entoy people & walking!
Call Paolal. Cant 289 1351
COUPLES. SINGLES-reliable, cop,
for live in child, pet nouiesitting
assignments Good wages, room 15
board. henefits Transportation refs
req. HOUSEPARENTS PLAN, 3424
Rambow Dr , Palo Alto 94306 1415/
493 4443
WOULDN’T YOU RATHER WORK IN
SUMMER? For
THIS
HAWAII
information and application send 82
to Hawaiian Summers Dept 2F, 1/37
Kalakaua Suite 45, Honolulu, Hawaii
96815

813
OAKLAND, CA. 94612
1515 CLAY STREET

FEDERAL OFFICE BLDG.

Gentlemen

I am interested. Please forward more information

on Nuclear Propulsion Officer requirements.
Age

Name
Address

HOUSE nice, furnished large two
story. five bedrooms, two baths.
Large dining & living room with
fireplace South 101h near school
Garage and ample off street
Parking Avalialbe 6 15 for one year
rental agreement Call 252 4247
LA DONA APES 1 bedroom apts 5115
summer rates Anew carpets and
Turn
Quiet atmosphere, near
campus 385 5 4th St Call Ben. 288
83133 or John 356 57013

MEN -Large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406S 11th St
NEWER ROOMS ACROSS CAMPUS Girls
illS 10th 54 coo snared basis 793 9991
BOYS W S 0th 51 s75 mg Sc, share
297 9814 ALSO 463 S ifith St ses mc ISO
shared kitchen pre, 792 4SS2 Check
our summer rates
THIS HOUSE IS LOOKING FOR
YOU! Dark wooden interior 3 bdrrn
312th turn. yard Where at’ St John
St netween 10 11th 5260 my 264 9367
WILLOW GLEN APT Own room S85
Bike. bus to SJSU Quiet Grad . UP
Div Female, non smoker Helen 269
3077 or 294 1025

MUSICAL COMEDY DIRECTOR 121
501 to direct 2 shows for fine High
Sierra girls camp Exper Call 415
967-4297

SUMMER RENTAL 4 bdrrn house for
rent 1 bath. 7 blks from campus $250
my Call 297 3380

AUTO MECHANIC (Minor repairs),
Electrician’s Ass’t & Gen Maint. for
High Sierra Camp Exper 476.947
11511

BEAR VALLEY SKI HOME
Ski,
hike, golf. play tennis or fish in Mt
Streams Delco "A" Frame on one
third acre Sleeps IS 30 min to Mt
Reba Assume $20,000 loan Price
532,0001 H LOng REALTOR 379 7030

STUDENTS,
HOUSEWIVES
UNEMPLOYED. Quick selling
household products neeos the right
person to handle
Quick none./
maker Work full or part time Call
259 1427 for appointment Ask for
Bob Stroughter or Al Torres

URGENT,
Literal Virgo,
Female
needs Female to share my apart
ment, from June 1 Own room, pool,
laundry near shopping S7250 roc,.
Call Debbie 578 4097

OVERSEAS
JOBS
Australia,
Europe,
S.
America,
Africa,
Students all professions and Oc
cupations 5700 to MOO monthly
Expenses paid, overtime sight
seeing, Free information TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO. Dept. Al
P0 Box 603, Corte Madera, CA.
9425
GAIN VALUABLE
EXPERIENCE
while helping our children Summer
program June 24 Aug
1
Zonta
Children’s Center for emotionally
disturbed children 295 3581
ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL
MAJORS with sophomore Yr
completed can work summer
related jobs at Libby’s Food
Processing Plant in Sunnyvale. To
apply sign up in advance at the part
time and vocation employment
office at 112 5 9th St Libby O an
equal opportunity employer

BOB MORETTI, the no tuition can
didate for governor, neecis your
Santa
help Call 998 1110 177 W
Clara, Si

AUTO INSURANCE, Specializing in
Auto and Motorcycle insurance tor
students Lowest rates available all
applicants placed regardless of
record Call Mike Foley at 241,3900
for quotation

FOR SALE
SAVE THIS AD Most maior brands of
quality stereo components available
a, dealer cost plus 10 per cent
Additional discounts available On
guaranteed used equipment Lowest
prices in the Bay Area Call 252 2028
after 5 Pm

4

823 95
FOOT BLACKLIGHT
COMPLETE 18- BLACKLIGHT
512 99 NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES 57 50 INCENSE
PACK OF 75 for 29 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES
75 cents
IRON ON TRANSFERS
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
AND
PIPES
INDIA
FROM
STROBE
PARAPHANALIAS
LIGHTS ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE If) E SAN FERNANDO
ST

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40
cents per pound Any amount Phone
293 1954

Most sell in 70 days
FURNITURE
leaving U S 1 KINGSIZE BED less
than a yr old See to app $200
ALSO. CHROME COFFEE TABLE
w glass top $70 PLUS ANTIQUE
MARBLE COFFEE TABLE. $IS 10
gal AQUARIUM.... all attachments
SIS Cali Jim 286 3122 aft 6 pm

State

City

Zip

wommemmisessmaimmesommill

’68 VW SOU AAAAA CK new clutch.
Want brakes (disc 1 new vIves
Good ties. Ex coed Cali 726 7619 or
277 4030 ex 4268
CAR FOR SALE 19611 TR4 A 1895 good
condition, white Cell 363 3849

4 houses near
Maid service.
Parking 19 50
N 8th SI 295

PVT RM in duplex for serious male
student next to Lucky’S bus. ’i bit
from campus 197 6079

CAR PROBLEMS? SEE AUTO TECH.
Skilled mechanic specialiring in
Foreign Economy & Sport cars
zgoeup, repair & front end align
men, Open Sat Bring Ibis ad for
discount 797 3690 798 N 13 St

’64 RAMBLER AMB 4 dr Sedan a cyl
1200 or best Offer Call Lynn 786 9744

Current college year

1 mo.-513.00
3 mo.-$21.00

$12.50
$17.501BM

SanJoseTypewriterCo.,Inc.
24 South Second -293 -6383 -Established 1900

CLEAN 3 BDRM APT 116.5 my 629S
10th St Call 295 5144

COUNSELORS (Single women 70,351
to teach Guitar, Canoeing, Gym
nastics. PhOtOgraphy & Yearbook,
Tennis,
Synch
swim,
Typing
"E S.L " for fine High Sierra girls
camp Exper Jun III -Aug 21 Call
415-967-4797 Day or Eve

A.S. LEISURE SERVICES needs
summer staff _2 day camp leaders, 1
facility supervisor & life guard
Applications available now through
May 22, in the Student Activities
Office

’70 CHALLENGER 340 Ex coed 2 an
Converlable (white lop) bucket
seats, auto trans Air, fact tape,
power windows brake! Good gas
51,900 plus See to appreciate Must
sell Call Jim at 7116 3122 aft 6 Pm

NUPOC ROOM

electric

manual

PCAA title the Spartans
automatically qualified for
the national finals as a
team. Only two par rounds
were shot the entire round,
one by Don Thames on the
second day...

FURN. STUDIO I. 2, 3. Form apt
Summer Rates Avail Call 293.7796
or 294 9535

FOR RENT Furnished two &Pm.
close to campus 595 Call 286 2974 ask
for Leon Call alter S pm or 351 5 11th

APTS FOR RENT Lrg
Quiet One
Bedrooms Studios All Dead Bolt
Security Locks w w Carpets
+
Swimming Pool, Recreation Room
Summer Rates 620 5 9th St Si
LARGE ROOM wKif. priv 1 block
from SJSU by Lucky’s for serious
male student Summer rates now in
effect Call 2974079
FURN I 8. 2 Bdrm Apts Prkg taco
dry, Summer Rates Apply 460 5
11th St or Call 0.55 2420
MOVE
COME
YOU
BEFORE
SEE...LARGE 2 A 3 Bdrm 1 Bath,
Fully Furnished, Shag Carpets,
some Fireplaces, Rec. ROOrn &
Heated Pool, Off Street Parking,
Complete Security System for cars
and residents NEW LOW RENTS 470
5 11th St CBI Apartments 2577590

HOUSING
1

BEDROOM
kitchen priv
5873

IN HOUSE, 5100 mo
color to, Call Ann 923

3

STUDIOS FOR RENT $110 near
campus $125 Smiles from campus
lOSS 3rd and 1058 N 4th Call 295
7438 or 286 2404

PERSONALS
SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEM414
C P and voice defect is looking
for a lasting relationship with an
understanding female F REF rent
uttered in exchange tor kindness &
companionship Call 798 2308 aft 5

REMOVED
UNWANTED
HAIR
PERMANENTLY by Licenced and
Experienced Elecfrologist Located
off S Bascom Ave Renee Towers.
795 5911
WANTED Cute little blond male,
driving 4 door’ red Volvo. and dark
haired Mexican friend w beard
RETURN BIKE FOR LICENSE NO
Of car to Me police, If no word by
May 20th promise to take action 191
4596
PRINCESS, I only wanted to keep in
touch, while not looking, found your
location
How and why, Nothing
threatening meant by note Please
BELIEVE SORRY DREAMER

NEED AN ADVISOR? TEL 269 1596
AM, EVE, HELP IN EDITING,
WRITING
TERM
THESES.
PAPERS, REPORTS, DISSER
TAT ION
FRIDAY FLICKS presents PLAY IT
AS IT LAYS stars Anthony Perkins,
Tuesday Weld
A remarkable
Performance, showing how it is (as
:Ilays) 7 8. lOpm Mon Daily Aud 50c
by ALPHA PHI OMEGA
WEDDING INVITATIONS printed
Free Gift Every Order 294 1769 BY
Appointment Only Vern Hail

PHOTOGRAPHY BRIDAL FAIR
HIGH quality wedding photography
for LOWEST
Bay area rateS 518
includes gold & volute album
60
color prints of your choice. full set of
ALL
slides
BRIDE
KEEPS
full
color
Extra
NEGATIVES’
20
Staff of
Eix 10’s 512S each
photographers
Make
an
al,
pointment see our samples
then
decide Open every evening until 10
pm for FREE Bridal Packet Call
179 1787 or 257 3161

CYNTHIA SLATER, Don & Ell, or any
one knowing them, please call Bob
scniarb Collect at 14151 651 7173

STUDENT TYPING 50 cents a page
plus paper Call Tamma 998 0352 396
11th St

FRIDAY FLICKS presents PLAY IT
AS IT LAYS, stars Anthony Perkins
Tuesday weld
A remarkable
Performance, showing how it is las
it lays) 71 10 pm Mom. Dailey Aud
50c by ALPHA PHI OMEGA

LEARN SPANISH Intensive Spanish
weekly
beginning
course
Experienced native instructors
individualized instruction Contact
CICLA attn. Cristobal Acosta, Apdo
498 Sun A Cuernavaca, Morelos,
Mexico

STUDENT DOING RESEARCH on
Women who had Tubal Ligation
operation If you have. Call 297-3610
or 379 4839

TRANSPORTATION

BOB MORETTI needs your help he’s
been helping you for years Moretti
for governor, 999-1110

EXPERIMENTS IN TRVELING,
on regimented
Eighth
annual
student programs 13 wits in Europe,
8 Abs
in Israel Europe, 6 wits
Europe
Contact Barbara Nevins
Student Services West, Inc 2970240

SERVICES

ISRAEL
AFRICA’
EUROPE
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ISCA, 11687
ROUND CONTACT
San Vicente Blvd Apt No 4 L A
12131 826 5669 or
Calif 90049 TEL
17141 287 3010

Close
STUDENT TYPING
Campus 65 cents page 998 1869

to

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s -Reports -Dissertations
Marianne Tarnberg-137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 3541244 Los Gatos
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle.
All Natural color. photography for
your wedding. You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives
and a free white embossed album .
Budget priced for highest quality
work
Please call for details.
Photography by Dale Maggie 292.
2601
WRITING
AND
RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE, TYPING EDITING
CALL 227 3993 or 3147904
BEAUTIFUL WEDDING FLOWERS
Save 50 per cent off florist prices 12
ms cop Discount Flowers 996 1252
or 244 6396

PHOTO STAMP your glossy Photo on a
sheet Of too stamps bummed S.
OTTO 5300 Stick on
Perforated
resumes, letters etc Write PHOTO
STAMPS, 1601 Orchard View Dr
J . Ca 95124 or call 2840753

FLYING SOON? Well. "it pays to be
Your
TWA
young with
TWA"
Bill
Representative
Campus
Crawford 2237262 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at 11 per
cent oft with TWA Youth passport &
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
’Cali 225 7267 for information after
00 For reservations call 2913 6600
Or your local travel agent

SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
536$ rd trip plus inter European
flights, rail passes, international ID
cards and more Ask for Barbara at
Student Services West 235 East St
Clara, No 710 or phone 7578301
510/. CHARTER from SF to New
York lunch TWA 707 Call Barbera
at Student Services West 2078240
HAWAII! Attention Faculty & Staff
June 15 26th $185 TIA DC 8 +
housing programs available
Call
Barbara at Student Services West,
287 8301

Sell it

WHAT IT ISM
Large Furnished
Apartments 2 Berm 2 bath Ideal
for I Rw rm gas Bar B0, laundry
fan , Cable TV. underground Prkg
rates $110 1371
III E
(sum
Williams 991 2494

with a
Spartan Daily

MOUSE for up to 75350 House for 40100
Fireplace, newly painted Parking
lot 11th and San Carlos call 246 3023
or 739 5479
I

Aboard every Navy nuclear pow-

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

MOTHER OLSON’S,
campus
Linen &
Color TV, Kit priv.
share. 25 single 127
9504

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers ins
Group 25 per cent
discount for 30 GPA low non smoker
rates also Can days 948 0223

JOURNEYMAN MACHANIC will
save you S on auto repairs Major
repairs on foreign cars Minor only
on American cars. Ex. VW tune up
$22 total, all work guaranteed
STEVE GEODES 275 0977

ered ship, there are officers from

Student Rental Hates

CLASSIFIED

AUTOMOTIVE

If you’re good enough,
you can be a
Navy Nuclear Officer.

Special

BORM DUPLEX 865 private and
clean* parking 265S 11th near San
Carlos 2442023 or 739 5,179

FURNISHED STUDIO for rent 575
my Water & Garbage pd 617 5 9th
St Manager at Apt 11

Classified

SINGLE ROOMS, kitchen rights, NO
smokers, summer rates 425 5 14th
St Call 287 3125
FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED for
summer to share 19 furnished house
near campus Call Pam or Gloria
2-942909
LARGE, Fury 1 Bdrm Apt Summer
Rates. WO 536 8th St Call 2957094

Advertisement.

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB -Co
Beautiful building, fireplace.
Ed
grand piano, inside courtyard kit
color to. ping pong, linen & Maid
serv priv Parking 079 50 share.
99 50 up to $109 sing 202S 11th 293
7374

HUGE ONE DORM APTS. Ideal for 2
or 3, lone third bath, carpeting, low
summer rates Maria Lane Apts 439
Fourth St Call 991 6619

wa4C1c4KK-49-,GmL4PhicOncePsuilit

FURNISH APTS. Summer & Fail
Applications now available 230 E
(across from
Salvador St
San
Duncan Hall) Call ’J B " 294 6028 or
294 8758

SUMMER RATES. Available now
Beautifully furnished 1 Bdrm Apt at
11th and San Fernando Call Ken 739
4510 or x 2535

FURNISHED APTS, 2 3 Bdrm Large,
comfortable 10k caropuS Summer
S. Fall Reasonable rafts 479 4012

WILLIAMS PARK TUDOR for sale
572.500 4 Bdrm + Bdrm + yam 3000
Lot 70 0 170 Totally new
Sq Ft
Kitchen. serene garden 8. fountain.
RUSCIGNO
Garage
De?
REALTORS Call Tom 7878467

LOW SUMMER RATES $95 tor clean,
1 bdrrn turn apt hot & cold water &
FREE
pa
parking
garbage
Tradewinds Apts
Reserve NOW.
288 7474 or 292 4059

FURN. MOUSE 2,3. & 4 bdrrna for
summer L next school term Fire
&
Place garbage disposal. frig
freeter. volley ball & tennis court
Mt street Parking Call at 406 5 11th
St

UNFURNISHED 1 bedroom apart
merit 5125 my 140 No 15th St Call
2413650

I BORM APT turn outside deck
block from campus 5120 ALSO 1
BDRM for S130 4 5 4th Street Call
297393

Give us
a call at

LOST & FOUND

111-3115

’FOUND Small dog, male, long hair..
gray tan & white Call 967 0549
LOST Mar 43 Norwegian Elkhound
male 6 rno 511 131k pointed ears,
curled tail oim Keel needs Med
793 0906 Or 998 0352

Classified Rates
I WO
days

One
day
3 Imes

4

lines

$1.50 2,00

2.25
2.75
3.00 3.25
3.50 3.75

2.00

5 lines

2.50

6

3.00

fines

three F our
days
days

2.50

Print Your Ad Here:

F ive
days

Fach additional day

2.40 2.50
2.90 3.00
3.40 3,50
3.90 4.00

II- aunt appro., .07 letters and spaCE: for each line)

.35
.35
.35
.35
Print Name

ach addlt
lonal line
Add
.50

Phone

Address
.50

.50

Minimum

.50

.50
city

Three lines One Oaf-

Check a Classification
) Announcements
I Automotive
For Sale

( ) Heip Wanted
I f Housing
( ) Lost and Found

( I Personals
( ) ServiCes
( I T tansportation

Enclosed Is $

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO: SPARTAN
DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSE
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE,
CALIF 9S1 11

F or

Days

oeadilne, Two days prior to
Publication
Cunsecutive pubilcatIon dates
only
Alo refunds on canctilliid ads

Page 6, May 17, 1974

Answer

Sports Quiz

I. Tune-up
2. Adjust valves
3. Check compression
Adjust carburetor
Set timing
Change oil
Lubrication

8. 4 new spark

VACATION

pins

SPECIAL

9. 3 quarts of oil
!O. New points
l.

Adjust brakes

12 Check transmission
fluid -add
13. Check brake fluid-add
14. Check battery fluid-add

VVV work

19"

plus tax

Icood 01 June 30
B‘ing or mention
specialize
also
tom ad.

Officiol

Motor Overhaul
transmission
Brakes

SCHOLARSHIPS

Tracks ters favored

VOLKSWAGEN
SPECIAL
4.
5.
6.
7.

lamp

adj. station

410i_ _

HOURS: Mon -Fri. 7:30-4:00

SPARTAN MOBIL
IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
Next to 7-11

194-1561

116 NM So Carta

By Tim Robb
After compiling a 9-2 dual
meet record, the SJSU track
squad is competing today
and tomorrow in Fresno to
defend its Pacific Coast
Athletic Association crown.
The Spartans, who boast
the top marks this season in
ten of the 19 conference
events, go into the competition favored to repeat as
PCAA champs.
"We’re definitely the
favorite off best marks this
year," head coach, Ernie
Bullard said.
The bulk of the competition, on a team level, is
expected to come from Long
Beach State. The 49ers, held
the conference track crown
the two years previous to the
Spartans win last year.
The Spartans defeated
Long Beach State early this
season when the two teams
met in double dual action
against UCLA. However,
Long Beach has improved
since that crushing defeat
(106-47) at the hands of the
Spartans.
"Long Beach has gotten
better each week," Bullard
said.
"If we let down, Long
Beach State will be right

$100
a
month

Bullard said.
Another problem for the
Spartans will be the conference limitation on the
number of competitors each
school may enter in the
meet.
According to PCAA rules,
no team may carry more
than a 30 man squad to the
league championships. This
may prove to be a factor,
according to Bullard, as the
Spartans have great depth
and could use the extra men.
The Spartans will be
putting their hopes on the
line with senior sprinter,
Vince Breddell; double

For your chance to qualify, call 563-2148
now. Monday thru Friday between 9:00 a.m.
and 2:30 p.m. and have your waiting.

PRIZES

TRIPS

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

NEW FIATS
1 00% Financing Available
(leasing)
375 SO. MARKET ST. 286-6500
PRESENT STUDENT BODY CARD FOR DISCOUNT

Friday, NoonUnionLoma

Prieto

I want to talk with you about electing our next Governor.
Who: Can Help Humanize Education at all levels
Will respond to peoples interestsnot special interests
Will trust youand work for your trust
I want to tell you about my friend
Bob Moretti

Peace,
A strong alumni team, led
by three-time All-American
Brad Jackson, will face the
SJSU varsity water polo
team tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Spartan pool.
Admission is free and the
public is invited.
Jackson, who played on
the 1973 Spartan team and
led them to a fifth place
finish in the NCAA finals,
will team with former AllAmerican goalie Steve
Hamann and stars Ed
Samuels and John Gebers to
provide some formidable
competition for this year’s
varsity squad.
The quartet of former
Spartans are currently
trying out for the U.S.
National Team which will go
on a three to four week tour
of Russia this summer.
Jackson, Hamann and
Samuels competed last
summer for the U.S. in the
World University Games in
Moscow, and led the team to
a third place
finish.
Hamann, playing in goal,
was named as the competition’s most valuable
player.
The game could be a
defensive battle, as the
varsity boasts an AllAmerican goal tender in Ed
White, who was an honorable
mention selection last year.
Other standouts for the
current varsity squad include Glen Simpson, Ken
Sinclair, Pat Ellington, Tuck
Curren, Len Zappa and Rick
Rider.
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Breddell

portunity for the fun -filled, exciting summer
you’ll never forget. Our students can win
Trips, Scholarships and Prizes.

alumni tonight

PThe Marines are
looking fora few good men.
’1 ELIA !)J..d.:

Vince

PCAA
champ,
Mark
Schilling 880) and mile);
freshmen, Hon Whitaker
(sprints), and Ron Livers
( jumps); and hurdler Greg
Tinnin.
Last week, at the West
Coast Relays, the Spartans
performed somewhat below
their season bests, but
Bullard is hopeful the
competition at the conference championshps will
spur them to top marks.
"We’re hopeful that our
relatively mediocre field
event performances can be
attributable to the warm
weather and the relaxed
attitude of the meet,"
Bullard said.
"The highlights for us
were in the sprint relays with
a 40.3 to tie our season best
and a 1:23.8 which ties the
fourth best 880 relay ever run
at SJSU." Breddell ran a
blazing 19.8 anchor leg of the
880 relay.
Action at Fresno’s Ratcliffe Stadium begins at 4
p.m. today and tomorrow,
with the field event finals
beginning at 6:45 tomorrow.

Are you spending your summer in San Francisco? If so, we have several positions open,
working with other young men and women.
Our summer positions include fantastic pay,
terrific co-ed working conditions and the op-

.."..!‘-n,,

$100 for each month of the school year. It’s like a
$900 annual scholarship. If you qualify, you can
earn it as a member of the Marine Corps’ Platoon
Leaders Class.
You’ll also be earning a Marine officer’s commission through PLC summer training at
Quantico,Virginia.
Talk to the Marine officer who visits your
campus.
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there to make its move,"
Bullard added.
Bullard said that according to some reports,
Long Beach thinks that the
Spartans reached their
season peak in the 79-70
triumph over Washington.
He did say that the 49ers are
the Spartans top threat.
"Long Beach has the
personell to give us a battle.
Our early meet with them
was deceiving," Bullard
said.
Aside from the team
competition, the top attraction of the meet should
be the sprinting, especially
the San Diego State sprinters. The San Diego squad,
led by Steve Williams, holds
the top mark in the sprint
relay (40.0). Williams, who
turned in a 9.1 century mark
last season, has run 9.3 and
20.7 (220) this year to top the
conference list.
Bullard said that while the
Aztecs have tremendous
sprint performers, their
team is not strong enough
overall to threaten the
Spartans for team honors.
However, they may be a
thorn in the side of the local
spikers.
"San Diego can hurt us in
the sprints. They’ll break us
up in areas we would
dominate,"
otherwise

Poloists face

for a few
good college men.
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None other than varsity

PCAA’s in Fresno

aseason 116) and career
scoring aerials 130)7 Answer in column 7)

SJSU
What
former
quarterback holds the school
record for most TD passes in

baseball
coach,
Gene
Menges. Let’s hear it for
Mingo"

Free size cup of coffee at / ELEVEN I
Offer good at 7 ELEVEN

345 S 4th INear San Carlon

Offer expires June 1 1974

OH THANK HEAVEN
for the
San Jose State Spartans
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Varsity coach Sheldon
Ellsworth said that the game
should be close but added
that the game is mostly for
fun and to let all the players
play.

WE REALLY MOVE
OUR TAIL AND YOURS
FROM SAN JOSE TO
BURBANK FOR $17.
(That’s less than any other airline.)
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We also have the only Economy service from
San Jose to
PORTLAND
SAVE $ 5
$ 49
SAVE $ 7
SEATTLE
$ 58
And the only non-stop or direct Economy
service from San Francisco to
$ 71
ALBUQUERQUE
SAVE $10
DALLAS
SAVE $13
$108
SAVE $ 9
EL PASO
$ 79

a.

We’re the only airline to offer Economy fares
throughout our route system. So depending where
home is, it may cost you less to fly Continental. So
call your travel agent, our partner in getting things
done, or Continental at (San Jose) 286-7850 or (San
Francisco) 989-3370. We can probably get you where
you live -for less.

We really move our tail for you.

AIRLINES
CONTINENTAL
the Proud Bird with the ()olden Tail
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